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All major and small HMI vendors offer “recipe” tools in their HMI/SCADA software at no additional 

cost, -very similar to InTouch recipe manager today. Additional all major automation vendors offer 

batch management systems for flexible recipe management and execution according to the ISA-88 

standard.  

Both of these offerings do not satisfy the demand for commercial off the shelf software for 

equipment and processes which primary require formula parameter management but allows 

standardization across different control and HMI systems in place.  

Customers reported an inability to find any comparable standard software offering in the 

marketplace. In fact, all current (Wonderware and competitive) offerings of recipe management and 

execution systems designed for integration with automated equipment  have technology 

dependencies and constraints when used as plant or even company standard for operational recipe 

formula management and download tasks. 

 There is very few competition identified for Recipe Manager Professional in the initial and future 

functional scope  –  The only vendors  with a similar functional scope and automation/control system 

integration are Inductive (Ignition MES Recipe) and ProLeit, LiquIT (German niche player which is 

strong in brewing and beverages, also delivered through beverages Machine/Equipment OEM’s). By 

our today knowledge and insights Recipe Manager Professional will provide a competitive 

differentiator vs. Siemens, GE and Rockwell which is able to complement their HMI installations. 

Recipe Manager Plus is considered to be additional used to replace the custom formula management 

solutions which are built on a set of database tables or excel sheets and SCADA system scripting but 

exist in large numbers in the industry.  

  



Comparison of the 3 different solutions used in the industry today: 

 

 HMI/SCADA system based recipe management tools are deeply embedded in the HMI 

application and technology. They require engineering to build the operator user interface, 

and the formula engineering/editing tools do not offer the security, versioning, approval  and 

change history features to meet today’s governance and compliance requirements. 

 

 Batch management systems include all the recipe management, governance and regulatory 

compliance features customers are looking for, but have vendor PLC dependencies. More 

importantly,  these systems are  inappropriate for the lower complex recipe formula 

management scope in engineering overhead and license cost, as they have been designed for 

detailed ISA-88 process modeling and sophisticated execution capabilities. 

 

 Custom solutions are typically a combination of database tables and scripting in HMI/SCADA 
systems. They are “cheap” and quick to build and implement, but very limited in security, 
user interface, versioning, approval and change history capabilities for governance and 
sustainability in comparison with commercial software. 
 

 

 

 
 

  



Addendum: 

Identified competitive systems coming close in Scope 

1. Inductive Automation – Ignition MES recipe/changeover module 
 

Considered a comparable offering vs. Wonderware Recipe Manager Plus and System Platform in 

conjunction – Recipe Manager Plus does work also standalone when OPC UA (DA Spec) is a 

connectivity option – future Recipe manager plus versions will go beyond the Ignition Recipe 

capabilities scope. 

 

 

 

  



2. Proleit Plant Liqu iT - recipe management for hybrid processes 
 

 

Strengh:  

Scope of product is feature rich including procedure managemnet and execution – which future 

versions (2014 R2) of Wonderware Recipe Manager are planned to deliver as well. 

 

Weakness:   

Requires Proleit PLC function blocks to work – so not really suitable to be used across any equipmnet 

and controll system without intrusive changes to control code. 

Company size and global presence – Proleit is a german company and niche player in breweing and 

beverages but often pushed into the global market by german beverages and brewhouse equipmnet 

builders. 

 

 

http://www.proleit.com/products/plant-it/plant-liqu-it.html

